RESOURCES

From the U.S. to Australia: Animal Protection Legislation Across the World

Bill S-218 (Jane Goodall Act)

The Honourable Murray Sinclair’s speech on the Jane Goodall Act (text)

The Honourable Murray Sinclair’s speech on the Jane Goodall Act (video – beginning at 17:29:45 and resuming at 19:00 after dinner break).

Dr. Jane Goodall and Senator Sinclair’s press conference of November 17, 2020 on the Jane Goodall Act

The Walrus and the Whistleblower (documentary focusing on Phil Demers and Marineland) trailer

- Available in Canada on CBC gem
- Available in US on Amazon Prime and Discovery Plus

Animal Justice Party Website

The Hon. Emma Hurst MLC Website

Dutch Party for Animals Website


Coller Animal Law Forum